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Abstract: In this paper, an Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol along with HOOSC scheme is put
forward which encrypts the message to be sent and provides security for consistent routing. HOOSC algorithm allows a
sender in the IBC (identity based cryptography) to send a message to a receiver in the PKI (public key infrastructure).
Security in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is an important concern for the proper functionality of network. During routing,
MANET often suffers various security attacks because of the absence of clear defense algorithm. But the attacks, which
can bring a large damage to MANET is called Black Hole and Grey Hole attacks. These attacks can distract the process
of routing because of their direct attack on the router. Hence, several energy efficient routing algorithms and protocols
are used in the previous works which are not capable efficiently to face these attacks. So HOOSC scheme is used which
is very suitable to provide the security solution. In this work, the comparative analysis has been carried out by using
AODV protocol without security, Message Digest algorithm and HOOSC Scheme along with AODV protocol. The simulated
results show HOOSC gives better and enhanced results to mitigate the attacks in MANETs when it get modeled with
HOOSC Scheme.
Keywords: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET), Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) Protocol, Signcryption, Message Digest
(MD5), HOOSC Scheme, Black hole Attack, Grey hole Attack.

1. Introduction

B. Routing Scheme

Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is a network which is
purely wireless in nature having the properties to configure
themselves continuously. These networks are infrastructureless networks comprising of various nodes or devices which
are mobile in nature. These devices are connected to each
other in a wireless manner. MANET is an independent
network in which the nodes are deployed in a random
manner. The speed of nodes is not same and hence, the link
of nodes with other devices changes more often. The primary
issue in the construction of MANET is that each device has
to be equipped properly for the continuously routing of data.
These types of devices are connected with each other directly
or with the help of internet. The concept of MANET is
different from other wireless sensor networks or wireless
networks because of its multihop routing technique. In this
concept, the nodes always use an intermediate node for the
process of communication. This intermediate node may or
may not be exited within the communication range. Hence,
the communication in MANETS depends entirely on the
mutual understanding between the nodes [1]. Due to this,
each and every individual node in mobile ad hoc networks
exhibit the role of router as well as host. There are various
advantages of

The concept of multihop routing scheme is also act as an
efficient role. Each node in MANET has to be act as a host
and router for the processing of information. The node which
acts as a host or router is also known as intermediate node.

MANET which are explained as follows:
A. Self-Configuring
Networks

and

Infrastructure

Independent

MANET is composed of thousands of nodes which are
arrange themselves or can configure themselves again and
again. These networks do not depend upon the infrastructure
of mobile devices. Due to this, the central administrator is
also not requires in MANETs.
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C. Topology Type
MANETs exhibit the Dynamic topology scheme because of
the behavior of nodes. The nodes can connect or disconnect
their selves from the network at any time [18]
D. Energy Efficiency Problem
As the nodes in ad-hoc networks are integrated with limited
or restricted battery storage, hence for this reason, while
processing the information from one source node to
intermediate node or destination node, the life of sensor as
well as ad hoc network reduces. This restricts the processing
power of mobile nodes. Hence, energy efficiency is one of
important concerns in MANETs [18].
For the forwarding of data and to provide a route to the
information or data, various routing protocols are used. But,
for the proper routing, a standard routing protocol is put
forward which acts efficiently in a decentralized as well as in
a random environment. Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) Protocol is one of the energy effective protocol
which is used to provide the multihop routing scheme in
MANETs. This protocol is a pure reactive protocol which
sets up a proper route between the source and the destination
under the discovery and maintenance of provided route [3].
MANETs face various minor or major security attacks during
the routing among which Black Hole and Grey Hole attacks
are one of the most dominant attacks which disturb the whole
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of the performance of network. A harmful or malicious node
in black hole attack acquires route from the source to
destination and crashes all the received packets. On the other
hand, the malicious node transforms its behavior from a
standard node to a harmful or malicious node [4].

In the year 2007, a mechanism has been put forward for the
detection of gray hole attack. The detection of gray hole
attack engages proactively invoking of joint and distributive
algorithms involving neighbors. This concept depends upon
the threshold cryptography [12].

This paper explores the existing mechanisms and applies
HOOSC Scheme along with AODV protocol to minimize the
attacks of black hole and grey hole. Also, a comparative
analysis has also been carried out between MD5 algorithm,
HOOSC scheme and by using AODV protocol without
security. The results have been taken out practically by using
NS-2 simulator.

3. AODV Protocol

The whole of the paper is ordered as follows. Section II
describes the related work, section III explains the concept of
proposed protocol AODV, section IV describes the attacks
i.e. grey hole and black hole attacks and section V focuses on
HOOSC Scheme. Section VI presents the proposed
methodology, Section VII consists of simulated results and
discussion part and Section VIII discusses on conclusion and
future scope of the proposed work.

2. Related Work
The complication issues regarding security threat in
MANETs has become a vital problem which has to be
minimized in order to increase the efficiency of network.
Many protocols, algorithms and routing mechanisms have
been proposed in various works for minimizing the effect of
attacks in MANETs. In the year 2000, the observation-based
techniques was proposed in [5] for the detection of malicious
nodes and reporting of malicious nodes to the main node or
source node. The mitigation has also been reduced by the use
of payment schemes in which the researchers investigated the
means to depress the self-centered routing activities [15]. In
the year 2002, a mechanism is applied to shelter the network
from black hole attacks. The protocol used was AODV
protocol. The authors proposed a mechanism in which the
source node again sends the route request to the neighbor
node of an intermediate node after the receiving of route
reply. This is done to check that whether the route exist in
practical manner or not [7].
In [19] [24], authors proposed a solution for the detection of
malicious nodes by using PEAK value. The source node
transmits a catalog of malicious or harmful nodes with the
RREQ packets. This PEAK value is considered as the highest
probable value of sequence numbers that any route can reply
in the existing session. The node having RREP packet
sequence number larger than that of PEAK value is perceived
as a malicious node. The packet RREP coming from the
malicious node is manifested as DO_NOT_CONSIDER and
then forwarded in the reverse path. But in [20], the source
node can never broadcast the RREP to repeal path to avoid
overhead. The intrusion detection system has also been
proposed by Fuzzy logic. The traffic within the network for
the detection of black and gray hole has been observed by
IDS in [21]. The AODV protocol which is secure in nature is
put forward in 2012 for the mitigation of black hole attack by
getting feedback from other nodes before the transmission of
data.
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Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing
protocol is a pure reactive protocol which created or
establishes a proper route for the transference of information
or data between the source and destination. The working of
AODV protocol is separated into two phases named as Route
discovery and Route maintenance phase [3].
a. Route Discovery
The implementation of this phase is put forward during the
deficit of a valid route. When there exists a route which is
invalid or not properly valid for the process of routing then
this phase is used by the AODV protocol. During this phase,
the source node or the initiated node broadcasts a message
which is called Route Request (RREQ) Packet among the
neighboring nodes. The reply message is sent by the
destination or intermediate node in the form of Route Reply
(RREP) Packet. This node replies only in the condition when
it has a fresh or a new route to the destination node. After
this, the link gets established in between the source as well as
destination node [20] [19].

Figure 1: Route Discovery in AODV Protocol [4]
Figure 1 clearly shows the concept of discovery of route in
AODV protocol by the use of message like RREQ and RREP
packets. The S shows the source node and D shows the
destination node. According the figure, the node 1 i.e. source
node transmits or broadcasts RREQ packets to all of its
neighbor nodes i.e. node 2 and node 4. Then again, the nodes
2 and 4 also broadcast the message to their neighboring nodes
i.e. node 3 and the node neighbor to node 4.
The process repeating itself until the source node receives a
RREQ packet message from the destination or any of
intermediate nodes. On receiving the message RREQ packet,
the node 5 which is a destination node responds. Due to this,
the route get established between the node 1 and node 5 i.e.
source and destination node for the transference of
information via nodes 2 and 3 which act as intermediate
nodes.
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b. Route Maintenance
After the establishment of route from the source to
destination, this phase named Route Maintenance phase
comes in action for the proper and efficient route of data
from the source to destination node. When any type of
malfunctioning of nodes within a network detected then, the
message Route Error Message (RERR) Packet is passed to all
the nodes inside the network. This message also gets
broadcasted when any link breakage or failure of link
detection takes place.
The nodes repeatedly broadcast the message to their
antecedent nodes till the message reaches the main or source
node [4].

4. Black Hole and Grey Hole Attack
The two major types of security attacks faced by MANET are
Black Hole and Gray Hole attacks which restricts the flow of
packets from the source to destination node. The discussion
on these two attacks is explained as follows.

Figure 2: Black hole attack [4]
Figure 2 shows the process of black hole attack in MANETs
where the node 6 which is a malicious node sends the data
rapidly to the source node in the form of RREP packet than
that of destination node after the receiving of RREQ packet.
On receiving the RREP packet from the malicious node, the
node 1 i.e. source node sends whole of the data to this
malicious node and hence, all the data gets trapped in this
malicious node [25] [22].
b. Gray Hole Attack

a.

Black Hole Attack

The attacks to sensor as well as Ad-Hoc networks are very
common because of the deployment of random and arbitrary
nodes which are dynamic in nature. The independent
behavior of these nodes is vulnerable to many attacks which
suppressed the efficiency of network. Because of the
haphazard nature of nodes positioned in MANETs, the
network gets much susceptible to various security threats and
attacks which reduce the lifetime of a network. Among
various security attacks, Black Hole and Grey Hole attacks
are the most striking and prominent attacks in MANET.
In the case of black hole attack, the node which is malicious
in nature attains or accesses the main route by providing the
facility of shortest route between source node to destination
node. The source node get tempted by this malicious node
which provides the bogus sequence number and hop count
during the broadcasting of RREP packet for the shortest route
[13] [19].
The malicious or harmful node sends the RREP packet to the
source node after the receiving of RREQ packet form it in a
very fast manner without any inspection from the destination
node. This RREP packet consists of fake or bogus sequence
number and hop count. Hence, by doing this, the shortest
path is created between the source and malicious node rather
than source and destination node and the source node
transmits all the useful data to the malicious node. After this,
the malicious node drops the useful data and does various
attacks like denial-of-service attack and eavesdropping [18].

The concept of grey hole attack is differ from black hole
attack in some of the aspects. In gray hole attack, some of the
packets get dropped having a little probability. The gray hole
is very difficult to detect because the malicious node changes
its behavior from malicious to normal or standard behavior.
The malicious node drops the packets coming from the
source node while forwarding all the packets to destination
node [23] [25].

5. HOOSC Scheme
An efficient HOOSC scheme is a scheme which allows a
sender in the IBC (identity based cryptography) to send a
message to a receiver in the PKI (public key infrastructure).
It consists of the following five algorithms. A generic
HOOSC scheme is composed of five algorithms which are
explained as follows [26].
a.

SETUP

Setup phase is an algorithm which is probabilistic in nature
and run via PKG which considers input as a constraint of
security k. It gives an output a master top secret key msk and
the scheme factor params that comprise of a master public
key which is abbreviated as mpk.
b. IBC-KG
The main purpose of this algorithm is to generate a key
algorithm for the users of IBC. The main user put forwards
an identity I D to its PKG. The PKG figure out the equivalent
secret key sk and sends it to the user in a protected way. Take
into consideration the user’s public key pk is identity I D.
This type of key does not need a digital certificate.
c.

PKI-KG

This algorithm is implemented to generate a key for PKI
users. Then, user selects a secret key which is demoted as sk
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annd issues the a new public key pk. This public
p
key needs for
a digital certificcate which is sign by its CA
A.
d. Off-Signcrypt
This is a probaabilistic offline signcryptionn algorithm ruun by a
T
diispatcher that obtains as paarticipation in the system sttricture
paaram, a publisher’s privatee key sks and a recipient’s public
keey pkr , and outputs
o
an offline signcryptiion δ.
e..

On-Signcrrypt

On-Signcrypt is
O
i a probabilisstic signcryptiion algorithm which
iss also an onnline algorithm
m. This algoorithm is runn by a
coorrespondent which takes as an input syystem constraaints, a
m
message
named as m and ann offline signncryption referred to
ass δ, and givess an output ass a full signcrryption ciphertext σ
[226].
f.

on node has to
t be
Thee information to be sent to the destinatio
encrypting first and then the source node sends the
ormation. Byy applying thhis encryption
n to the datta or
info
info
ormation to bee sent, the maalicious node become unabble to
retrrieve the inform
mation storedd in the packetts.
Thee phase 1 is the generatioon of scenario phase whicch is
gen
nerated by thee use of simullator NS-2 wh
here 20 nodes are
used. In the phasse 2 the deplooyment of nod
des is done byy the
oc style whicch is
use of random behavior i.e. in an ad ho
hase can alsoo be
arbiitrary in shappe. The nodes in this ph
showed haphazarrd behavior. T
The source no
ode broadcasts the
ODV
messsage or infoormation in the phase 3 and the AO
prottocol is applieed to the messsage or inform
mation in ordder to
prov
vide the secuurity to the roouting schem
me in the phasse 4.
Theen, to providde security to the transmitted messaages,
HO
OOSC Schemee is applied w
which encryptss the messagee and
add
ds the digital signature to iit in order to avoid the atttacks
and
d to minimize them in the finnal phase.

Unsigncrrypt

Unsigncrypt iss a probabilisttic signcryption algorithm which
U
iss run by the receiver whicch takes as an
a input cipheer text,
seender public key,
k
and receiiver private key
k and gives output
inn the form of plaintext.
p

6 Proposed Methodoology
6.

7. Simulation Results aand Discusssion
In this section, the results hhave been caarried out byy the
plementation of
o AODV prootocol with HO
OOSC Schem
me. A
imp
com
mparative anaalysis also beeen taken out by using AO
ODV
prottocol withouut security, M
MD5 algorith
hm and HOOSC
Sch
heme along with
w
AODV aalgorithm. Alll the simulattions
been done on NS
S-2 simulator.

To provide the security and improvement in the infrastrructure
T
off MANET, a fresh scheme has been appplied called HOOSC
H
Scheme along with an efficiient routing prrotocol AODV
V. The
cooncept works on the princippal of multihoop routing technique
inn which the daata or informaation can be seent to the destiination
noode from thee source nodde by the usse of some of the
inntermediate noodes.

Figure 4: Ennd to end delay
y
Figu
ure 4 shows thhe end to endd delay betweeen the source node
n
and
d destination node
n
whiles tthe transferen
nce of informaation
or messages.
m
It is
i clearly show
ws that the HOOSC
H
Schem
me is
bettter as compareed to traditionnal ones.

Figure 3:: Flow of Worrk
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Figure 7: Paccket Overhead
d
F
Figure
5: Paccket Delivery Ratio
Figure 5 discuusses the packket delivery raatio of nodes. It can
bee shown that the delivery of
o packets is excellent
e
in HOOSC
H
Scheme despitee the other two algorithms.

ng the informaation
Thee overhead off packets whiile transferrin
from
m source nodde to destinatiion node is sh
hown in Figuure 7.
Thee graphical representationn describes the behavior of
HO
OOSC Schemee in which lesss overhead occcurs.

6 Packet Losss
Figure 6:

Figure 8: T
Throughput

S
Figure 6 descriibes that the looss of packets in HOOSC Scheme
D5 algorithm
m and when AODV
A
occcur less thaan that of MD
prrotocol get ussed without security. Hencce, HOOSC Scheme
S
iss more efficieent and effectiive in the dellivery of packkets by
m
minimizing
thee loss of packeets.

ure 8 represents the throoughput of proposed
p
HOOSC
Figu
algo
orithm as com
mpared to coonventional on
nes. As show
wn in
figu
ure, the througghput providedd by proposed
d HOOSC Schheme
is much
m
more effficient than thhat of AODV
V Protocol witthout
secu
urity and by using
u
MD5 alggorithm.

8. Conclusioon and Futu
ure Scope
t
paper, HOOSC
H
schem
me is used th
hat provide more
m
In this
secu
urity and thee comparativve analysis of
o three diffe
ferent
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algorithms has been carried out to find the most efficient and
effective protocol used for the transference of information
from source to destination node. The analysis has been taken
out among MD5 algorithm, HOOSC Scheme and AODV
protocol without security. In AODV protocol, the discovery
of route is vulnerable to various threats like Black Hole and
Gray Hole attacks. Hence, to diminution of these attacks, the
HOOSC Scheme is implemented mainly to provide the
security to the packets transmitted. The results in this paper
revealed that the HOOSC Scheme outperforms the
conventional schemes and algorithms in various aspects and
parameters. With HOOSC scheme, it provides more security
solutions and parameters like end to end delay decreases,
packet delivery ratio increases.
In future work we can improve the performance by using
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) security protocol instead of
AODV protocol along with HOOSC scheme with minimum
delay & overhead and maximum Packet Delivery Ratio.
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